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Image Enhancement
� There is no single enhancement procedure which is best
� Best one is that which best displays the features of interest 

to the Analyst
� Enhancement Procedures

• Contrast stretching
• Density slicing 
• Thresholding
• Filtering techniques
• Edge enhancement
• Intensity, Hue, Saturation (IHS) images
• Time composite images
• Synergetic images
• Non-image datasets

Contrast 
Stretching

� TM B5 image

� Image is very dark

� Low contrast

� Sensor calibration

Linear
Stretching

� Linear contrast stretch assigns new digital numbers to 
an output image by assigning to the lowest and highest 
DN in the input image values of 0 and 255 
respectively in the output image and stretching all 
intervening digital numbers accordingly

Linear
Stretching

Unstretched TM B5 Image Linear stretched Image

Linear
Stretching
Example

A more efficient stretch would be one that 
mapped the range 40-110 to 0-255
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Non-linear
Stretching

• Linear stretch does not take account of the number of pixels in each 
DN bin
• Over 85 per cent of the pixels are within the 0—30 range in the input 
image but they are compressed into only 33 per cent of the output
• A histogram equalisation stretch, however, stretches the input data in 
proportion to the population of the DN bins and thus provides a better 
contrast over the most populated part of the scene

Piecewise 
Linear
Stretching

• Bimodal DN histogram and piecewise Stretch which 
stretches different parts of the original histogram by 
different amounts
• Note how x-y has been compressed to x'-y'

Non-linear
Stretching

• Logarithmic Stretch
• Power-law Stretch
• Gaussian Stretch

• Log stretch is greater for the low digital numbers (5 
and 10) than for the high digital numbers (220 and 225). 
It preferentially screeches the dark parts of the scene 
• Power-law stretch has the opposite effect. It will 
preferentially stretch the brighter parts of the scene

Contrast 
Stretching
TM B5 Image

(a) Unstretched Landsat TM 5 
image of Co. Mayo, Ireland, 
that provides very little 
information to the human 
eye

(b) Linear stretched and 
(c) Histogram equalisation 

stretched versions of TM 5 
image which allow a much 
greater amount of 
information to be obtained 

Contrast Stretching Contrast Stretching
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Lookup Table � A computer can use the equation to calculate the 
digital numbers in a stretched image

� However, it may take long time.
• A 60 X 60 km multispectral SPOT image would require 

new DNs to be calculated for 27 million pixels. 
Assuming 500,000 arithmetic operations a second, this 
procedure would take nearly four minutes

� However, this procedure can be speeded up greatly by 
the use of look-up tables

Look-up table for determining 
output DN for every input DN

Graphical representation of look-up table

20 105

Density Slicing
� Introducing color to a single-band 

image

� Density sliced image shows much 
more clarity than the black and white 
image

Look-up Table

Thresholding � Threshold can be applied to an image to isolate a feature 
represented by specific range of DNs.

� To calculate the area of lakes, DNs not representing 
water are a distraction

� Highest DN for water is 35 and is used as the threshold
� All DNs > 35 are assigned 255 (saturated to white); 

DNs<=35 are assigned zero (black)
� The lakes are much more prominent in the image after 

thresholdingTM Band 4 Image

Filtering 
Techniques

� If a vertical or horizontal section is taken across a 
digital image and the DNs plotted against distance, a 
complex curve is produced

� An examination of this curve would show sections 
where the gradients are low, correspond with smooth 
tonal variations on the image and sections where the 
gradients are high, are where the digital number values 
change by large amounts over short distances

� Filtering is a process 
that selectively 
enhances or 
suppresses particular 
wavelengths within an 
image

� Two approaches to 
digitally filtering data
� Convolution 

filtering in the 
spatial domain  

� Fourier analysis in 
the frequency 
domain

Convolution Filtering
� A filter is a regular array or matrix of 

numbers which, using simple arithmetic 
operations, allows the formation of a 
new image by assigning new pixel 
values depending on the results of the 
arithmetic operations

� The convolution matrix in the example 
is a 3 X 3 square though rectangular 
matrices can also be used but they must 
contain an odd number of rows and 
columns

� The matrix is initially positioned in the 
top left corner of the image and a new 
digital number calculated for the pixel 
covered by the central matrix cell (row 
2, column 2)

� The matrix (also called Filter or Kernel) 
is then passed through the image data 
set by shifting one column and the same 
calculation is performed and a new DN 
applied to the pixel in row 2, column 3

� Averaging filter reduces the effects of 
the noise component of an image

� Filtering decreases the size of image

Convolution Filters

� Edges are generally formed by 
long linear features such as 
Ridges, Rivers, Roads, 
Railways, Canals, Folds, Faults.

� Edges are important to 
geologists and Civil Engineers
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Effects of Filtering

Original Image 3x3 Mean Filtered Image 
(Low Pass)

Effects of Filtering   contd..

11x11 Mean Filtered Image 
(Low Pass)

High Pass Filtered Image

(3x3)

Effects of Filtering   contd..

NW Embossing Filter Combination of NW Embossed 
& Original Image

Effects of Filtering   contd..

Combination of Sobel & Original 
Image

Laplacian Filtered Image

Edge Enhancement
Non Directional 
Filters - Laplacian
� Laplacian filter is a kernel with a 

high central value, 0 at each 
corner and –1 at the center of the 
edge.

� Laplacian filter is placed over 3x3 
array of original pixels and each 
pixel is multiplied by the 
corresponding value in the kernel.

� The nine resulting values are 
summed (4 of them are zeros)

� Resulting kernel value is 
combined with the central pixel of 
3x3 array and this number 
replaces the original DN of 
central pixel and the process is 
repeated.

Edge Enhancement
Non Directional 
Filters - Laplacian
� Original data has  a regional 

background value of 40 that is 
intersected by a darker, north 
trending lineament of 3 pixels 
wide and DN value is 35.

� Contrast ratio between the 
lineament and background is 
40/35 or 1.14. In the enhanced 
profile it is 45/30 or 1.50 which is 
good (32% enhancement).

� In addition, lineament in the 
original was 3 pixels wide 
whereas in the enhanced image, it 
is 5 pixels which further enhances 
its appearance.

� Weighted Filter (<1 to diminish; 
>1 to accentuate the effect of 
filter)

� No enhancement of linear features 
in the direction of movement of 
kernel
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Edge Enhancement: 
Directional Filters
� Place the right filter kernel over the array of 

original pixels and multiply each pixel by the 
corresponding filter value. When these nine 
values are summed, the filter result is 10.

� Determine the sine of the angle (sin –450=-0.71) 
and multiply this by the filter result (-0.71 x 10) 
to give a filter value of -7.

� Place the left filter kernel over the pixel array 
and repeat the process; the resulting value is -7.

� Sum the two filtered values (-14); this value 
replaces the central pixel in the array of the 
original data. When steps 1 through 4 are 
applied to the entire pixel array, the resulting 
filtered values are those shown in the array and 
profile of Figure C.

� The filtered values for each pixel are then 
combined with the original value of the pixel to 
produce the array and profile of Figure D.

� Contrast ratio of lineament in the original data  
(40/35=1.14) is increased in the enhanced data 
set to 1.90 (40/21) which is an enhancement of 
67% {100*(1.90-1.14)/1.14}

� Lineament width: 1 pixel to 4 pixels
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